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THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH
How You Used to Reach Out?

Find influencer using Instagram Research Tool
Contact them with proposal
Manage interactions using tracked URLS
Report everything in one place
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THE TRADITIONAL APPROACH
Problems with being typical

- Superficial and unauthentic feel
- Complexity in finding the right influencer
- Lack of personal touch
- Influencers don't recognise your brand
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WHAT DATA SAYS?

47%INFLEUNCERS

53%MICRO-INFLUENCERS

Said they work with brands whose

Have never used any sort of paid

values align with their own.

promotion for their content.

Source: Crowdtap

Source: Bloglovin

LET'S HACK YOUR GROWTH NOW!
GROWTH

HACKER'S

INFLUENCER

WAY

TO

MARKETING

Analyse your Instagram profile and export data of followers
Do the same for your direct competitor
Filter followers on the basis of engagement rate
Reach out to your ideal followers and incentivise them with
goodies or monetary incentives.
Create tracking URLS using UTM for campaigns and shorten
with Bitly. Create a final report using data from Google
Analytics and Bitly insights.
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Why use the new Growth
Hacker's way?

Innovative

ConceptAllies

Better Engagement

Cost Effective

Authentic

Request Your
Instagram data
ConceptAllies
Creative, Modern & Innovative
Marketing, Made Easy

Let's Try this Technique

GROWTH HACKING ADIDAS
Example Research

SNEAK PEAK ON ADIDAS FOLLOWERS
How the Unfiltered Data Looks?

Now we will arrange this data in descending order of engagement rate after of
removing users with less than 1000 followers and less than 50 posts.

WORTHY ORGANIC INFLUENCERS
Influencers Data after Analysis

These are the followers that you can directly message on Instagram. Try first
initiating a non-monetary incentive as they would be eager to promote your brand.

WORTHY ORGANIC INFLUENCERS
Engagement Rate and Posts Graph

These are the followers that you can directly message on Instagram. Try first
initiating a non-monetary incentive as they would be eager to promote your brand.

WORKING OUT THE STRATEGY

Get the Basics Right

Now that we have data of followers it's time to start creating the campaign:

1. Defining Your Goal
What would a successful campaign look like to you? What do you expect from the
influencers? Do you want them to help raise brand awareness or to help drive more
sales? Whatever your goal is, make sure you define it so you have a strong
foundation for every other aspect of your campaign.

2. Defining Your Performance Metrics
How will you keep track of your performance to ensure that you’re reaching your
goal? You need to define which metrics will be relevant for measuring your
campaign performance. For example, the number of social media impressions,
reach, click-through, etc. These will serve as relevant metrics to measure the level
of brand awareness raised by influencers.
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Sponsored Content
This is one of the most popular influencer marketing business models. In this you

CHOOSE BUSINESS
MODEL
Defining Your Approach to
Influencer Marketing

pay influencers to create content for your brand. The content may either be
entirely about your product, or it may feature your product along with products
from other brands, depending on your agreement.

Branded Content
Branded content is content created or sponsored by your brand. If you choose
this as an influencer marketing model then we recommend to use influencers in
the content. For example, you showcase influencers trying out and using the
product in their own style rather than having professional models pose with the
product.

Events
You could also invite influencers to events and have them share their experience
with their social media followers. This would work great if you were launching a
new product. They could help build hype for the product through social media.
Make sure the event is worth attending for influencers else they might post
negative feedback.

Brand Ambassador Programs
You may also recruit influencers as your brand ambassadors. Ideally, you should
CONCEPTALLIES

consider recruiting relevant micro-influencers or everyday consumers with a
significant following. You will be providing them with an affiliate (trackable) link
or code, which they can share with their audience.

Choice of Influencer:
While choosing your influencers do note to match them on following
criteria:
- Relevant
- Creative
- Within Budget
- Approachable
- Engaging

Compensation Model:
Unless you are big brand the compensation model is decided mutually.
Here are some of the options you can consider:

- Pay per post, which involves paying influencers for each post they
create

- Pay per result, which involves paying influencers for every click-through,
conversion, or social media impression they generate

- Free products, experiences and/or goodies.

PICK AND PAY
How to find and compensate your
ideal infleuncer
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CONTACT INFORMATION

Get Your Data Now
Followers + Enagement Rate + Analysis

Website

Email address

Phone number

www.conceptallies.com

contact@conceptallies.com

+91 8318111131

